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Digitalization: MyDINO – stay on top of your fleet 
 
On 25 th August 2022, Dinolift held launch event to release their new MyDINO digital platform for 
all Dinolift lightweight MEWPs. 
 
MyDINO is a new digital platform based on Trackunit hardware and software – further enhanced by 
Dinolift with the development support from Trackunit. 
 
MyDINO provides an insight of the DINO MEWP via the mobile application or the desktop version. 
It is designed for the end customer / operator of the lift, fleet management as well as technical 
support at Dinolift, distributor or rental company technical support. 
 
With MyDINO it is possible to track location, set geofencing and efficiently monitor transfers 
between rentals. Preventive maintenance planning can be taken to next level and the service 
record stored in the system as well. There are pre set use reports and the performance data of the 
MEWPs can be exported to most operating systems using the API interface. In addition, we´ve 
added channels that are monitored so it is possible to monitor load cases / overloads as well as 
outriggers being sufficiently set by the operator. Seeing the actual status of the machine helps all 
technical support persons on the phone serving the customer. CO2 emissions can be also 
estimated and reported through engine rpm and usage. All these features are available on DINO 
trailer mounted and spider lifts. 
 
In addition to the above the DINO RXT lightweight 4x4 boomlift and DINO VT/VTH truck mounted 
lifts being operated via the CAN-BUS control system have the visibility to error codes and sensors 
being remotely monitored for example if recalibration is needed.  
 
MyDINO is available right now for all new DINO MEPWs and it will be a standard feature on all 
deliveries in the beginning of 2023. MyDINO is also possible to retrofit to most older DINO models. 
 
“MyDINO platform is a huge possibility for Dinolift to deepen the relationship with our customers 
and to better support everyone throughout the lifetime of the lift”, says Jouni Ylitalo, Project 

Manager for MyDINO service.  

 

 

 

 



For the dedicated MyDINO site, please visit the DINO Hub at: 

https://hub.dinolift.com/#/street/meet-mydino  

 

 

For further details on availability, please reach out to: 

 

Dinolift Sales Team 

sales@dinolift.com  

 

OR 

 

Teemu Ristelä, Commercial Manager 

teemu.ristela@dinolift.com 

+358 400 504 098 
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